Prolog Project Contract and Invoice Workflow
PMO Contract Entry

Contract Signed and PO Issued by
Procurement Division

Invoice Entry Process Begins

DGS PM Initiates Contract in Prolog and
Uploads Copy Of Fully Executed Contract
and PO. Other required documents, such
as the Subcontracting Plan, are uploaded
if required by contract size or type.

End of Contract Entry Process

Automatic Notification sent to PMO alerting
them that contract entry is needed (if PMO
responsibility) and/or approval is required
PM Contract Entry

PMO Reviewer Staff approves contract in
Prolog

PMO Staff reviews linked
documents, works with DGS PM to
get corrected or missing documents
uploaded and enters remaining
pertinent contract information in
Prolog

Automatic Notification sent to PMO
Reviewer Staff to review new contract in
Prolog

*
Pencil Copy Invoice Walkthrough takes
place

Vendor Uploads agreed upon invoice to
Prolog Converge

Cluster Leader reviews invoice, signs it
and routes it on for further approval and
puts it in the PMO folder on the U: Drive

DGS PM approves invoice, signs it and
sends it the appropriate Cluster Leader
for signature

Automatic Notification sent to DGS PM and
PMO alerting that a new invoice was
uploaded for the project

PMO enters raw invoice data
into Prolog if required

DGS PM reviews invoice, enters
invoice data into Prolog if required
and works with vendor to correct if
necessary. Status field is updated to
Rejected or Pending in Prolog

*

PMO reviews the invoice for
compliance with established
guidelines. Incorrect invoices are
rejected in Prolog. If invoice is
correct, PMO receives the invoice in
PASS

PMO routes the invoice packet to the
Deputy Director of Construction, and/or
the Contracting Officer if the invoice
exceeds $1 Mil, for review and approval.
Once signed, the invoice is routed it back
to PMO

PMO attaches a copy of the fully
approved invoice packet in PASS and
submits a report with receipt numbers to
OCFO for processing

OCFO reviews the invoice. If rejected, PM
must resubmit (see green asterix for
resubmit step)

End of Invoice Process

PMO enters the detailed
payment information into the
invoice record in Prolog

Vendor receives payment

